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I finally had a decent fishing trip this year!! I took off work on Good Friday and went
with a few DFC’ers to Canyon Lake, where we got into the big bluegills. I was especially
pleased that I coaxed them into taking little foam poppers, and while most of my fish
just slurped the fly, I had a couple that actually launched themselves out of the water
and took the popper on the way down. You can’t help but giggle when that happens.
It’s always amazing to me how hard a good sized bluegill can fight on a light weight
fly rod. Fishing should remain good for a few months, so pack up your kick boat and
get out to the lake.
The club pike outing on Saturday, April 12 at Upper Lake Mary was trying, at best. The
afternoon before the trip, we were alerted to the fact that there was a forest fire in the area, and it was unclear if we would even have access to the lake. (Fortunately the fire moved away from the road, and we did
not have a problem.) Additionally, the pike still had not moved in to the shallows to feed. One club member
reported a strike that bit off his fly, and one lucky angler hooked and “almost” landed a good sized walleye.
To add insult to injury, the wind kicked up in the late morning and forced us off the lake. Undaunted, I plan
to make at least one more trip this spring to see if I can get into the pike.
I reported last month that I dropped a rod and reel overboard in the Colorado River below Lake Havasu.
I kept hoping that I would either 1) win the membership rod raffle or 2) Someone would feel sorry for me
and donate a replacement rig or 3) I would win the lottery. When none of those options transpired, I did
the next best thing and contacted Dave Weaver, our rod building guru, who helped me pick out a quality 8
weight blank and the components. I will be “auditing” the next rod building class to pick up a few tips, and
hope to have my new rod ready before the summer fishing season gets into full swing.
Speaking of the Membership rod raffle, the lucky winner of the 2014 DFC Membership raffle is Rodney
Berkey, who now has his choice of Orvis H2 Rods. Congratulations Rodney!
DFC is pleased to be bringing in a nationally known speaker for our May meeting. Phil Rowley is a renowned still water fly fishing expert, and will be presenting "Strategies and Tactics for Stillwaters"—some
info that we can all use when going after the big ‘bows in Becker, Sunrise, Carnero and Crescent lakes.
Don’t miss it!! If you have the time, you might want to plan on attending the White Mountains Lake Foundation “Becker Best Days” event on Saturday May 17. Phil will also be at this event, and will be dispensing
tips and tricks. You don’t have to be a WMLF member to attend this event.
Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.
Joe
Catch me at: joseph.staller@freescale.com - or - joestaller@yahoo.com

DFC OUTING...REMINDER:
Never to early to start planning for our San Juan trip.
This year it will be Sept 18 - 21. More details to come.
Any questions catch: Charlie Rosser at chasr123@cox.net.

MAY DFC CLUB MEETING...

WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 2014
Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

PHIL ROWLEY

A renowned still water fly fishing expert, Mr.
Rowley will be presenting a program: "Strategies and Tactics for Stillwaters"...don't miss
this one if you're planning to join us any time
while stalking big rainbows in Beck, Sunrise
and Cresent Lakes!
NOTE: We've added an extra page to this newsletter for information regarding in part, "When you see

a fire danger rating sign, what do the ratings actually mean?" Please pass this on to all of your outdoor
friends and be aware of the environment we live in here in Arizona. Thank you.

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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White Mountain Extravaganza Outing
June 20 thru June 22, 2014

Greetings, all!! It is once again time for the White Mountain Extravaganza. It will be held at the
Winn Campground (here) in the middle of all the White Mountain Lakes. We have one of the group
campgrounds reserved from June 20-June 22. It is a non-electric site that will accommodate both
campers and tents with ease. I will be there on the 18th and 19th as well and will have signs
posted so you know where to go. The fee for the camping will be the same as last year, $15 per
car per night.
As has become tradition, there will be a pot-luck chili feast on Saturday night. Please make a
small pot of chili and a side to share. The chili will all get mixed together to make the best pot
of chili you've ever tasted! I will have my crawfish traps with me and myself, Tom Horvath and
Dave McDougall will also be cooking up any crawfish we trap on Saturday night as well, so come
hungry!
Fishing opportunities abound with access to both lakes on state land and lakes and streams on
the White Mountain Apache Reservation. Reservation fishing licenses can be had in Pinetop/Lakeside and at the fly fishing shop between Pinetop and the Hon-Dah casino, which also has the best
info on what's fishing well. Good information can also be found in AZGFD's weekly Fishing Report.
For lakes, a pontoon boat or float tube works best, but fish can be caught of the shore at certain
lakes (Crescent is a good example) along with four and five wt rods and sinking lines. The usual
suspects for flies will work along with anything that Phil Rowley teaches us about during the May
meeting.
For the streams, anything from a 2wt all the way up to a four or five wt will work. Dries and hopper patterns work great and I usually have success dropping a red, size 16, Copper John off the
hopper. It'll be warm enough to wet wade the streams.
My usual plan is to fish one of the lakes early until the wind kicks up, then hit the streams later in
the day. Becker Lake should still be in good shape and is always a good candidate for early in the
day. Dark simi-seal leaches (beadhead and otherwise) work well at Becker, as do hoppers thrown
to rising fish or towards the bank at dawn and dusk (I caught a 20” rainbow doing that last year).
I'll have a sign-up sheet at the May and June meetings, or you can e-mail me at mike.yavello@
gmail.com and I'll add you to the list.
Have a good couple of months and I'll see you there!!
Tight lines,
Mike Yavello...Questions?? ...Catch me at: mike.yavello@gmail.com
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Host: Tom Horvath
Contact: Tom Horvath
Email: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
Phone: (602) 768-7280
Outing Location: Boulder Cove Canyon Lake
Time: 4:30 am until noon
Fly Tying: From 5:45 until the July 9 Club meeting starts.
Bring your own tools. We will be tying a hopper dropper set-up for bluegill and discussing bass flies
Date: July 9th
Time: 5:45 pm – 7:00 pm
Location: Elks meeting hall before the meeting
Fish: Bluegill, largemouth bass, striped bass and tarpon
Rods: 3wt fly rod(s) - for bluegill • 5wt fly rod - for largemouth bass
12 wt rod - for tarpon
Lines: Floating for bluegill • Type two sinking or intermediate for bass
Equipment: Pontoon boat and if you need one let us know, net, no need for waders this time of year, sunscreen, possible bug spray, big hat like Tom Russo and Skip Culbert bought in Mexico, and cigars for the host.
Flies: Foam floating flies in a size 10 or 12 for the bluegill. We will tie a few at the meeting. Dropper can be
brassies, small nymphs and a good one is a size 14 or 16 Copper John. Chartreuse is a great color for the droppers but have other colors with you. Bass flies JR minnow, clousers, big buggers.
Lunch: Plan to have a bite at Tortilla Flats. Lunch on individual.
Note: You will need a Tonto Pass that you can get at the gas station on Apache and Idaho.
>>Just Kidding on Tarpon<<
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San Diego Trip- May 22-26, 2014
Hosts: Tom Horvath, Gentry Smith

Contact: Tom Horvath
Email: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
Phone: (602) 768-7280
Lodging: Vagabond Inn - Point Loma, San Diego
The motel is located at the Point Loma Marina, just a few miles from
Ocean Beach

Surf Fish: Surf Perch, Corbina, Croakers, Halibut, Barracudas, Sharks,
Skates/Rays – these will vary by season
Rods: 5wt fly rod(s) - for surf and for pontoon fishing in bays
8wt fly rod(s) – for bay fishing
Lines: Fast sink-tip shooting-head fly line for surf (Rio Striper Line
250-grain, or equivalent), fast full-sink fly line for bays (Orvis Depth
Charge 250- 400-grain, or equivalent) and optional saltwater floating
fly line - just in case

Equipment: Don’t forget waders with insulation layer, stripping basket for the surf, pontoon boat with oars if you plan to fish the bays,
Price: $187 per person, based on two-people (double occupancy) per polarized sunglasses and sun screen
room - We will do our best to accommodate room requests – Limit 24
Flies: Saltwater flies such as, Clouser’s and other baitfish patterns,
people
sand crabs, shrimp etc. Fly Tying: San Diego Fly Fishers (not yet confirmed)
So Cal Fly Fishing has an excellent selection of local flies for the area
Optional fly tying session with the San Diego Fly Fishers (www.sandiCharters: We will provide information and help partner folks up
egoflyfishers.com)
looking to book charters upon request
Date: Thursday, May 22, 2014
We will be arriving in San Diego on Thursday May 22nd and
Time: 6:00 pm – 8:00 pm
checking-in at the Vagabond Motel, anytime after 2:00 pm.
Location: So Cal Fly Fishing Shop
Price: $15 – Limit 12 people
Thursday evening we will be meeting up for meet and greet
at So Cal Fly Fishing. Friday morning we will be chasing surf
Surf School: So Cal Fly Fishing
Optional surf school to learn the basics of surf casting, reading the
fish. Saturday morning we will be meeting for an optional
water and choosing flies.
“Surf School” taught by So Cal Fly Fishing - location subject
Date: Saturday, May 24, 2014
Time: 7:00 am – 11:00 am
Location: Torrey Pines State Beach - Subject to change based on
surf conditions
Price: $65 per person (Rod/Reel/Basket rentals available upon
request, $25) – Limit 12 people

Cal. License: 1-day $14.86 | 2-day $23.25 | 10-day $46.44 It is best to buy these in advance online at: www.ca.wildlifelicense.com/
InternetSales

Additional
info from
Tom Horvath
worth noting...

to change based on conditions, space is limited. Saturday
the plan is to meet near the Coronado Bridge for a multi-club
floatilla with member from San Diego Fly Fishers and possibly
other local clubs - this location could change, depending on
conditions, so be sure to confirm once we get there. Sunday
we hope to be shuddled out the the kelp beds. This is currently in the works. If you are interested in a booking a Charter, we
can provide additional information upon request.

We have 8 rooms reserved for Club members and we have 2 members staying in alternate
locations for the outing. Surf Fishing will be below Torrey Pines, off Coronado Island and
South of Imperial Beach. Pontoon fishing will be off Coronado Island and the 4th Street
Bridge area. The group plans to tie up with 3 other fly fishing clubs in the area for an afternoon of fish talk and drinks on Saturday.

Incentive Trip
offered by
ED LAWRENCE
for
DFC
TROUT BUMS

Questions??? Catch DFC
Trout Bum: Gentry Smith:
design@gentrysmith.com

Here’s the trip

The Missouri Trip
Three days fishing the ‘Mo
Four nights lodging in Helena
$1203
The club incentive
If 8 of your club members book trips with Ed Lawrence’s Flyfishing
Outfit (www:edlawrencesflyfishing), I’ll donate 5% of the fees collected for the trips to your club.
The conditions:
Eight or more flyfishermen
Book by May 1
Travel any time during 2014
Trips are based on double occupancy and two fishermen per boat
Allegiant Air flies from Phoenix to
Great Falls, Monday – Friday, $179 R/T
Bozeman, Sun –Thursday, $192 R/T
For details: www:edlawrencesflyfishing.com
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EDUCATION BITS an' Stu ff
...from Dick Brooks

Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

Horsehair
Fly Lines

Hail to the Wind
by Dennis Jones,
President of the White
Mountain Fly Fishing
Club
Pinetop, Arizona

Bait fishing with a running line has been practiced for thousands of years, and we know that the Chinese
fished with a running line in antiquity, but for whatever reason, the discovery was not documented in Europe
in the fifteenth century. In the earliest known European reference to a fly line, the author of the Treatyse of
Fysshynge with an Angle refers to fly fishing with a line that was fixed to the top of the rod.
The fixed line represents the first stage in the evolution of the fly line, and the author of the Treatyse gave
precise instructions on how such a line should be made and attached to the rod. The line was constructed of
twisted horsehair, with a simple loop to loop connection used to fix it to the rod tip. The horsehair was taken
from the tail of a white horse, and then dyed, using among other things, small ale, alum, vitriol, copperas,
walnut leaves, tanner's ooze and soot. The hair on to which the flies themselves were mounted was left in the
natural state. The Treatyse contains an extremely detailed description of how to make fishing lines. In the
fifteenth century, you had to be resourceful, or you didn't fish:
First see that you have an instrument like this picture drawn hereafter. Then take your hair and cut off from
the small end a large handful or more, for it is neither strong nor yet dependable. Then turn to the top of the
tail, each in equal amount, and divide it into three strands. Then plait each part at the one end by itself, and at
the other end plait all three together. And put this last end in the farther side of your instrument, the end that
has but one cleft. And fix the other end tight with the wedge the width of four fingers from the end of your
hair. Then twist each strand the same way and pull it hard; and fasten them in the three clefts equally tight.
Then take out that other end and twist it sufficiently in whichever direction it is inclined. Then stretch it a
little and plait it so it will not come undone. And that is good. And to know how to make your instrument, behold, here it is in a picture. And it is to be made of wood, except the bolt underneath, which must be of iron.
From Walton onwards, very few authors ever seemed to agree about the ranking of different colours of
horse-hair, and to make matters worse, there was considerable dispute about what sort of horse the hair
should be taken from. The consensus favoured stallions, given that mares' tails became soaked with urine
and were liable to be rotten as a consequence. One nuance of selecting hair was that the best hair came
from horses whose tails were cut reasonably frequently, as this lessened the chances of selections containing
damaged hairs. Given that it started in Walton's day, it is amusing to think that the argument over colour
still continues, despite the fact that the materials have changed out of recognition in the intervening three
hundred years.
Skilled fishermen fished for trout with lines that tapered to three or four hairs, and experts fished with
lines as light as one hair; true light tackle fishing. Some of these stories ought to be taken with a pinch of salt;
the breaking strain of a single horse hair is about four pounds, assuming that the hair is in good condition;
if not, it can be much less. But the most important thing about horsehair lines is that they sink - in fact, unless the hairs are very loosely braided the only way to keep such a line on the surface is to keep it very short.
Despite this, early anglers (in fact every angler up to the time that gut leaders began to be used late in the
eighteenth century) fished flies which either floated, or at most fished a few inches deep in the surface film,
partly because long rods weren't particularly common and partly because they knew that was what worked
best. So the words 'wet fly' and 'dry fly' have no real meaning prior to the introduction of the gut cast; until
the nineteenth century there was just one way of fishing a fly.
1. Horsehair is virtually rot proof and lines lasted so long that they were passed down from father to son,
but it has some major drawbacks.
2. Getting good horsehair was tough even four hundred years ago - you need to find a stallion whose tail is
regularly combed.
3. Knotted horsehair lines won't shoot. Plaited lines were made and some of them must have been very nice
indeed, but it was a labour intensive task.
4. Horsehair has a tendency to 'pink' - loose ends break and stick out the sides of the line, catching on rod
rings and anything else they can get a hold on.
5. Horsehair doesn't wind well around small diameter reel spindles, which were the rule until the last
century.
Spring is officially here and you know what that means in the White Mountains, wind. When it is blustering we can either go home or learn
to deal with that nasty blow hard. Of utmost importance is not getting that hook in your ear or other human parts. At least you will want to
reduce tangles and avoid damage to your rod. There are some basics that you can use to outwit the wind such as: heavier rods are better
than lighter, tip flex is better than moderate or soft flex, over lined is better than underlined, weight forward lines are better than double
taper, and wet or streamlined flies cast better than fluffy dries. High angled back casts help keep that line away from you. And that old
roll cast is always useful. There are more advanced techniques that you can utilize like lowering your rod to about a 45 degree angle and
casting in a sidearm manner when the wind is from your casting side. This keeps the line at least a rods length away from you and creates
a more horizontal loop with less exposure to the wind. Or you can put your back to the wind and complete back and forward strokes then
release the back cast to the water. This keeps the line on the lee side. Another option is to angle your casting arm across to the other side
of your head and make your cast on the off side. Crouching or kneeling may help to get you under the most intense winds. These will take
some practice. One thing is for certain, strong winds are not tolerant of sloppy casts. By sloppy I mean big open slow loops with slack that
the wind loves to catch and throw right back at you. To tame that open loop increase the pace of the strokes and the line speed with good
10 and 2 position type high stops. To add even more boost for additional speed incorporate a haul on the forward cast. Practice until those
loops are tight and low. Accidents still happen so protect yourself by wearing a hat (wide brim is good), eye protection, and a padded
jacket for upper body safety.
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Fly Tying Corner

Intermediate session on Tuesday. May 20th
Class will be at a Bass Pro. Classes start at 6:30.

Please bring materials and hooks (I will have peacock sword, goose quill and biots).

May Flies of the Month

Goggle Eyed Damsel
Hook: size 12 -16 2X long
Thread: Olive or Brown to match
Eyes: Bar bell Mono • Rib (optional): gold or copper wire
Tail: Marabou • Body: Marabou – same piece as tail
Thorax: Marabou – same piece as tail
Both flies are intended to imitate damsel nymph during a hatch. Fish them on an
intermediate line. Goggle Eyed Damsel is a simple tie. You can make your own
eyes with a butt section of discarded leader. Get glass ‘seed’ beads from craft store.
Thread several on heavy mono. Use a lighter to melt a ball at the end. Push a single
bead against the ball once cool. Use hackle pliers or clamping tweezers to space
second bead. Cut off an additional ¼ inch and melt with lighter. Keep working
down the beads threaded on the mono.
The Linch Mob may also go by name of Reservoir lady of ill repute (in polite company). I have heard it called both. It takes a lot more steps to tie but was a go to fly
in mid 90’s for Greer Lakes. Circle B in Greer sold 15 to 20 dozen a week through

Linch Mob
Hook: 10 2X long • Thread: Black or Olive
Tail: Peacock Sword • Rib: Copper Wire
Body: Peacock • Wing Case: White goose quill
Hackle: Grizzly • Thorax: Peacock
Wing: White Biots.
the summer. It is a nice looking fly. If it didn’t work so well, it might be one of those
that catches more fishermen that fish.
Note that in starting in May we will have a mix of members just out of beginning
tying and will have one of the two flies to teach extended beginning techniques
and the other that either brings in new techniques or is a reported ‘killer fly’ for
one of upcoming outings.
That said – if you have a killer pattern you would like to share – let Tom or I know.
We will put it on the list. Also, we are going to twist some arms to see if we can’t
get guest instructors to show their favorites as well.
QUESTIONS??? Catch me, Bob at: Harrn7963@aol.com
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Big Ol'
Fish Story...
(ahhhh)

Big Ol'
Texas
Fish Story

by
Good Ol'

Dick
Brooks

Ahem..........AHEM!.........tap, tap, tap. May I have your attention please. Thank you. All of you out there
who like to catch big bass on a fly rod please raise your hand. Thank you, but I mean BIG BASS! Thank you
that's better. I know some of you just fish for "the trouts" but there are those of us who will fish for anything
that will put a jerk on the other end of the line, especially if it is big and a good fighter. Those are the people
I am talking to.
It's March and once again I find myself in Houston, Texas to shepherd my two teenage grandkids. I'm here
because my son is in Costa Rica for two weeks being a midlife 'surfer dude'. I say shepherd because the grandkids are 18 and 14 years old. The 18 year old girl really needs no supervision because "she has a job and a car
and a boyfriend and makes her own decisions about her life". The 14 year old boy does well with the exception
of needing a small dynamite charge or bucket of ice cubes to get him out of bed in the morning. Actually they
are both good kids with A grades in school so my real obligation is to be an adult family member to sign the
admitting papers into the hospital if necessary. After two weeks of this I get to go fishing.
Now it is my turn. My buddy Tom picks me up and we head west on I-10 just 65 miles to the town of Columbus. Columbus is not a big town with a population of only 3,622. It is the site of the Colorado River which
makes a 6.5 mile oxbow around the town. Howell's Canoe Livery, operated by Frank and Evelyn Howell sits
right at the upstream end of the oxbow where Frank rents canoes, kayaks, and all the equipment one would
need for a safe float trip. Tom and I have rented canoes at several other liveries in the Texas area and none of
them have the quality of equipment and customer service that Frank and Evelyn provide. It is top notch.
The object is to canoe the 6.5 mile oxbow and catch the Texas state fish - Guadalupe Bass. Guadalupes look
like a cross between a Black Bass and a Smallmouth with some of the bronze coloring and all of the fight of
smallies but a shape more like a largemouth. They also don't get very big. The Texas State record for Guadalupe Bass is 3.71#'s caught with a fly rod on the Columbus River. Since it is rare that there is "no wind" and the
oxbow makes an almost 360 degree circle we have to check the weather forecasts to see just how strong and
from which direction the wind will be blowing each day. We can handle 10-12 mph but if it gets up to 15 mph
and more it is almost impossible to make any headway with the canoe.
Having fished this river many times Tom and I think we know where the fish are. As with all assumed fishing knowledge we are mistaken as the fish are not present or at least biting at all of the usual holes so now we
have to try to find them in places where they shouldn't be. Sure enough we find several spots where bass are
not supposed to live such as shallow fast moving water more appropriate for trout. Whatever, if that is what
works then that is fine with me. The problem is that they are never in the same spots any of the four days that
we are on the river. But we do catch some.
Frank always asks us for a fish count at the end of the trip when he picks us up at the take out and is surprised when Tom tells him every day numbers like: Me 18, Dick 13 because he is certain that I am the better
fisherman. I have to explain to him that since Tom wants a photo of EVERY fish he catches I have to take the
time to get the camera out of my zippered shirt pocket, remove it from the case, point and shoot and then put
it away again. While I am in the putting away process Tom is fishing and catches another bass so I haven't had
a chance to fish since I am constantly involved with the camera. Without that obstacle I probably would have
at least doubled my production. But, oh well, that's fishin'.
After four days of this it is time to move on. We are headed to the Zelda Rose Ranch, a privately owned 275
acre spread. Tim and Marsha own the place and my brother Al and Marsha work together. I was there last year
and got a chance to be very familiar with one of the bulls that are part of the cattle herd on the place. Zelda
Rose has eight small rectangular ponds for drinking water for the cattle and one large 10-12 acre pond full of
BASS. That's right, BIG BASS. It takes Tom and I about two and a half hours to travel northeast from Columbus to get to Zelda Rose. The ranch is located north and west of Houston between the town of Normangee,
population 685, and Marquez, population 263, on one of the many county highways and farm to market roads
that crisscross Texas. The map of Texas shows so many crisscrossing red and blue lines is could be a closeup of
W.C. Fields nose. We all, that is a Texas term, meet at the entrance to the ranch at about 9:30 AM and meander
through the ranch to the big pond. My brother Al has invited his friend Lyle to join us and as a foursome we
are ready to catch some "Good ol big uns" or "Big ol good ins" whichever term applies.
The pond doesn't get fished very much as Tim is always busy running the ranch and can't take much time
for fishin'. I rig up and bang, just as the first cast hits the water I have a nice bass on. This happens for the next
8 to 10 fish and they either get wise or I have hooked all of the dumb ones and things get a little tougher from
there. Sometimes it takes four or five casts to get the next bite and after the first cast experience it seems a
little tedious. I mean, four or five casts between fish, come on, that is really rough. We all do well the first day
landing several bass. The most difficult part is getting past the "little guys", pound to pound and a half, that
are cruising the edge of the weeds. about eight to ten feet from the bank.
After a long and tough day of casting, catching, landing, and releasing several BIG BASS we head for Marquez and our respective rooms. The desk clerk suggests we try the Friday Night Fish Fry at the local restaurant
and we do so and are well rewarded. Huge plates of catfish, hush puppies, and coleslaw satisfy our appetites
and we return to the hotel for some much needed rest.
The next day, Saturday, is almost as good as the first. It seems that the fish have wised up a bit and are not
quite as anxious to take my olive/white Clousser as they were the day before. That means that sometimes we
have to cast eight to ten times before we hook up but we are up to the task and again land a bunch of fish including some nice Crappie in the 1 1/2 to 2 pound range.
Tom put some effort into fishing top water and was rewarded but it was not quite as productive as fishing
below the surface.
Back to the same/only restaurant for that night for some good ole Texas chicken fried steak. Wow, what a
feast. We were going to fish again on Sunday but a front with rain moved in so we decided we have had plenty
of fun and head back to the Houston area and I catch my flight home the next day.
I have enclosed one photo of a BIG BASS, about six pounds to give you an idea of what can happen...it is
GREAT.
Ain't lyin' 'bout anythin'...catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com
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MY EXCLUSIVE CARP FLY FISHING LODGE EXPERIENCE
By Vince Deadmond

I have been collecting “The Magic Carp Fly” pattern from fly
fishing magazines and internesights for the last two years. I
have an exquisite box brimming full of “Magic Carp Flies” that
have seldom touched Carp lips. It’s not that I haven’t tried, Carp
fly fishing can be difficult. The wind, clouds, water clarity, and
if the fish are feeding all need to come into alignment for a good
day of Carp fishing on the fly. I have caught Carp on the Lower
Salt River, in some lakes, but I have never taken one in any of the
canals that I have fished. While researching Carp fishing I discovered that it is big time high dollar fishing in Europe. People
pay premium prices to stay at a Carp lodge, and catch monster
Carp.
I had a grand two days of Carp fishing with Jerry King at a gated
golf course community. The property had four ponds that were
manicured right down to the waters edge. The rolling hills and
pine trees were coming to life and it was early enough that the
golf course was not open yet, and we were able to fish and take
in the amenities. The ponds contained Mirror Carp, Koi, and
Grass Carp.
The first day of fishing was my day to shine. It was a little cloudy
and the breeze put a ripple on the water. I was seeing fish well
enough to make a short plop cast and drag my fly in the way of
an on coming Carp. It really didn’t seem to make any difference
what fly I used, my technique of getting the fly in front of the
fish was working. I landed six Mirror Carp that afternoon. The
next day was more clear with less wind. I thought I was doing the
same thing as the day before, but I was missing fish and not getting hooked up. Jerry had the hot hand and landed four fish that
morning. We visited two other lakes without hooking up. One
of the lakes had Grass Carp feeding on grass. They were sticking
their heads out of the water and taking bites of the grass on the
bank. I didn’t have a grass fly in my Carp fly box. As many of you
would have guessed I would be too cheap to pay for a Carp lodge
experience, but that is because we still have many free fishing
adventures. It’s spring time, get out and fish!
Vince Deadmond “The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy” can be
reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ, vince@ajbest.com and at 480 982 7461.

Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Dave Weaver
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Education
Gentry Smith/Cinda Howard
Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Tom Russo
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Robert McKeon
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Bill Batchelor
Member at Large
Dick Brooks, David Huang,
Charlie Rosser, Rick Scott
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

Additional information contact:

Catch me, Joe at: joestaller@yahoo.com

May 22-26, 2014
San Diego Run

Host: Tom Horvath at: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com

June 20 thru June 22, 2014
White Mountain Extravaganza Outing
Host: Mike Yavello • mike.yavello@gmail.com

Saturday, July 12, 2014
Boulder Cove Canyon Lake

Host: Tom Horvath at: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com

September 18 - 21, 2014
San Juan

More details to come.
Any questions catch: Charlie Rosser at chasr123@cox.net.

Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

Library
Evelyn Burandt

Becker Best Day • Saturday, May 17, 2014
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Smokey’s Domain
A host of variables are evaluated by land management experts to determine wildfire danger. Information in
Smokey’s Domain is provided to help you understand those variables.
Payson Ranger District Fire Danger Rating on: 4-10-2014 was: HIGH

When you see a fire danger rating sign, what do the ratings actually mean?
• LOW> Fuels do not ignite readily from small firebrands although a more intense heat source, such as lightning,
may start fires in duff or dry, decayed (punky) wood. Weather and fuel conditions will lead to slow fire spread, low
intensity, and relatively easy control with light mop-up. There is little danger of spotting. Controlled burns can usually be executed with reasonable safety.
• MODERATE> Fires can start from most accidental causes, but with the exception of lightning fires in some areas,
the number of starts is generally low. Expect moderate flame length and rate of spread. Short distance spotting may
occur, but is not persistent. Fires are not likely to become serious and control is relatively easy. Although controlled
burning can be done, without creating a hazard, routine caution should be taken.
• HIGH> All fine dead fuels ignite readily and fires start easily from most causes. Unattended brush and camp fires
are likely to escape. Fires spread rapidly and short-distance spotting is common. Fires may become serious and their
control difficult unless they are attacked successfully while small. Outdoor burning should be restricted to early
morning and late evening hours.
• VERY HIGH> Fires start easily from all causes and, immediately after ignition, spread rapidly and increase quickly
in intensity. Spot fires are a constant danger. Fires burning in light fuels may quickly develop high intensity characteristics such as long-distance spotting and fire whirlwinds when they burn in heavier fuels. Both suppression and
mop-up will require an extended and very thorough effort. Outdoor burning is not recommended. Fire restrictions
may be in effect.
• EXTREME> Fires start quickly, spread furiously, and burn intensely. All fires are potentially serious. Development into high intensity burning will usually be faster and occur from smaller fires than in the very high fire danger
class. Every fire start has the potential to become large. Expect extreme, erratic behavior. NO OUTDOOR BURNING
SHOULD TAKE PLACE IN AREAS WITH EXTREME FIRE DANGER. Fire restrictions are generally in effect.
-moreSmokey’s Domain--2
Energy Release Components
Also known as ERCs
Payson Ranger District ERCs on 4-9-14 were: 87
ERCs predicted for 4-10-14: 85

The following is provided to help you:
•
The Energy Release Component (ERC) is a National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS) index related to how
hot a fire could burn. It is directly related to the 24-hour, potential worst case scenario, total available energy (BTUs)
per unit area (in square feet) within the flaming front at the head of a fire. The higher the ERC, the higher the
potential fire danger. ERCs indicate the percentage of time when conditions hit this threshold of fire danger based
on weather data gathered since 1995 to now. Example: ERCs reaching 97 percentile would mean that fire danger has
only reached this threshold of critical fire danger three percent of the time since 1995.

